About
EcoSolutions

EcoSolutions
At Mondi, we believe there is no single route
towards sustainability. Our customer-centric
approach, EcoSolutions, ensures that we ask the
right questions to determine product criteria and
feasible methods to:

–

Replace less sustainable products with solutions
that help our customers fulfil their commitments,
following our principle of paper where possible,
plastic when useful.
Reduce overall environmental footprint through
operational efficiency and raw material choices,
including recycled plastic and fibres.
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Recycle by developing fit-for-purpose paper and
plastic solutions that are designed for recycling.
Our passionate research and development teams
always welcome new challenges – especially when
it benefits the planet.

easy-pak
Let‘s talk about how we
can help you to meet your
sustainability goals.
Contact us today!

Mondi

–

Achieving material and volume
reduction for heavy-duty
packaging with EcoSolutions
As global supply chains expand, packaging in transport needs to cater to weight
and volume reduction to impact costs and the overall environmental footprint.
Find out how Mondi creates more sustainable solutions.
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Sustainable by Design

mondigroup.com

–

At Mondi, we believe packaging should be sustainable
by design. The next generation of industrial and
heavy-duty packaging demands inventive design to
reduce weight and volume for the entire spectrum
of transport operations. As a leading manufacturer of
corrugated packaging, we are uniquely positioned to
work together with our customers to find the most
sustainable solution.

The Challenge

Our Approach

The Solution
Mondi’s easy-pak is an automated bottom heavy-duty solution
that can be constructed three times faster than a large standard
corrugated case and eliminates adhesive tape requirements
for bottom flaps. Available in two standard sizes with optional
board grades in the bottom and sides, easy-pak suits all modes
of transportation.

The Result

easy-pak helps reduce CO2
emissions, improves process costs
and meets the following
sustainable product criteria:

Resource
Optimization

With easy-pak Mondi enables customers to reduce the weight,
materials and square area dimensions of large-sized, heavy-duty
boxes. The automatic bottom construction of easy-pak introduces
the option to use different board grades for the bottom and sides
resulting in less total weight. The solution requires less space
during transport, which also drastically reduces CO2 emissions.
Pack station operators also benefit from its design, since they are
relieved from strenuous lifting and turning of the box to set it up
for filling and are now three times as fast.

7%

Enhanced
Product
Performance

more
pack units
delivered*
per mega trailer

lighter
packaging
weight*
per full mega trailer

With the high complexities in global supply chains, increasing width
and depth of product ranges as well as supplier consolidation and
specialisation within industries, there is an increasing need for bulk or
large-item shipping systems. Companies are applying laser-like focus
to optimise logistical efficiencies. To support this dynamic expansion
Mondi has proactively set out to redesign large shipping and storage
containers for more and more sustainable and cost-effective solution.
33% Footprint reduction when flat

Using Mondi’s EcoSolutions approach, our corrugated packaging
experts collaborated with key industry stakeholders to determine how
heavy duty construction and material requirements can more effectively support value chain handling processes and CO2 reduction criteria.
Our research and development teams concluded that customers would
benefit from a new design of large standard folding boxes. This could
eliminate timely handling steps and wasteful tape consumption while
reducing the amount of corrugated board required for the construction.
Mondi designers agreed that by creating an automatic bottom construction, material consumption can be significantly reduced compared
to the standard American case and helps to facilitate the packing
process. The well-known principle for packing small retail packs is now
also available for heavy duty applications.

–
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“We always strive to drive down processing and
transport costs for customers with large, heavy or
bulk shipments. But equally important, we’re also
helping them meet their sustainability goals, too.”

* comparing easy-pak and FEFCO 0201 based on footprint for pallet 1200 x 800 mm and final box height 800 mm with following specification: easy-pak: wall: 2.95 ACA; bottom: 1.4 B-flute / FEFCO 0201: wall and bottom: 2.95 ACA

Paper where possible,
plastic when useful

